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Phalaenopsis sp.
Come see this and many other
beautiful orchids in our newest
orchid exhibit: Orchid Odyssey
in the Simons Rainforest.
Photo by Kenneth Setzer/FTBG
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what’s in a name

Nurture I
your
budding
botanist

RA?KIAPKNA=HEVADKSIQ?DGJKSEJC=HEPPHA=>KQP
?H=OOEł?=PEKJof plants and other organisms has helped
me—inadvertently—understand more about how
everything is related. This is, of course, one of its
purposes—to reveal how closely living things are related to
A=?DKPDANKJPDAPNAAKBHEBAQPPDANA=NALN=?PE?=H>AJAłPOPK
familiarizing yourself with those often-intimidating and hard-topronounce terms within botanical nomenclature.

Taxonomy sounds intimidating—classifying and consequently
J=IEJC=HHHEREJCPDEJCO=LLNKLNE=PAHUEO=I=FKNP=OG =J@KJAPK
which taxonomists devote careers and lifetimes—but it is worth
investigating. For centuries, naturalists have tried to describe and
name every living thing they possibly could. At one cumbersome
LKEJP>ABKNAPDA?QNNAJPHUQOA@OUOPAI =O?EAJPEł?J=IA?KQH@
essentially be one very long descriptive sentence in Latin. Worse,
there were often multiple systems used simultaneously, so you
?KQH@JPARAJ>AOQNAJ=PQN=HEOPOSANAP=HGEJC=>KQPPDAO=IAPDEJC

You’ve avoided it long enough:
plant taxonomy. But I promise,
learning a little of the rationale
behind scientific plant names
will make you a better gardener
and citizen scientist.
And it’s fairly painless.
BY KENNETH SETZER

You’ve probably heard of the Linnaean
OUOPAIKB?H=OOEł?=PEKJ )EJJ=AQO>AEJC
the 18th-century botanist who pulled
PKCAPDANPDAOUOPAIKB>EJKIE=HĠļPSK
J=IA @AO?NELPEKJOSAQOAPK@=U 
for example the two words in Homo
sapienO,QNIK@ANJ?H=OOEł?=PEKJ
system derives from many sources,
SEPDEJŃQAJ?AO>=?GPKNEOPKPHA 
>QP)EJJ=AQOOLQ>HE?=PEKJKBļ0UOPAI=+=PQN=AEJEO
considered the foundation of modern taxonomy, and his later
ļ0LA?EAO-H=JP=NQI=LLHEA@PDAOUOPAIATPAJOERAHUPKLH=JPO
His biography is in itself pretty fascinating reading: A world
traveler, physician, naturalist and botanist extraordinaire,
Linnaeus’s contemporaries often considered him arrogant and
KLLKNPQJEOPE? >QPARAJDEO=@RANO=NEAO=?GJKSHA@CA@DAD=@PDA
>N=EJO=J@=>EHEPUPK>=?GQLDEOOAHB=CCN=J@EVEJCLANOKJ=HEPU

Diving into the Binomial System
The binomial is composed of the genus name (always capitalized
and italicized) followed by the epithet (never capitalized, always
EP=HE?EVA@ (JKSEJCPDAOASEHHP=GAUKQ=HKJCS=U#KNAT=ILHA
EBUKQGJKS=LH=JPEOEJPDAQuercusCAJQO UKQGJKSEPO=J
K=G&BUKQGJKSEPOQuercus virginiana UKQD=RA=HERAK=G
Two or more species that fall within the same genus are called
?KJCAJANO&PDAHLOPKGJKSPDEO =OMQEPAKBPAJ >QP?ANP=EJHU
not always—congeners have similar horticultural requirements.
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What’s great is Quercus virginiana means the same thing to
everyone, regardless of their language or location.
The levels of description go much higher than genus and species.
1DAOAHARAHO=NA?=HHA@N=JGO =J@BKNISD=P=NAGJKSJ=OP=T=
(singular taxon). Genus and species are taxa. Genera are gathered
into families—which as we will see, is a most useful taxon.
&PDAHLOPKPDEJGKBP=T==OLKLQH=PEKJOKBOEIEH=NKNC=JEOIO =J@
as you go down the list, the groups get smaller and smaller. For
example there are thousands of plants in the Fabaceae family
(families are always capitalized, no italics), previously called
Leguminosae. Informally, this is called the legume, pea or bean
family. As you go from this family level down to, for example,
Senna (a genus within the family) there will be far fewer
members—250 to 350 depending on your source. Go down one
more level to species, say to Senna polyphylla, and there is only
one member, the desert cassia.
&łJ@PDAB=IEHUHARAHIKOPQOABQHEJC=N@AJEJCĢEPCERAOIA=CAJAN=H
ļBAAHBKNSD=P=LH=JPSEHHCNKSPKHKKGHEGA=J@SD=P?KJ@EPEKJO
EPI=UJAA@&BUKQGJKS=LH=JPEOEJPDA?EPNQOB=IEHU /QP=?A=A 
UKQGJKS=HKP6KQI=UJKPCAP=JA@E>HA?EPNQOBNQEPBNKIPDA
plant, but there will be similarities. During the recent citrus
LOUHHE@LNK>HAI GJKSEJCPDAKN=JCAF=OIEJAKNKN=JCAFAOO=IEJA
(Murraya paniculata) is a Rutaceae member alerts you that this
ornamental is susceptible to the same insect as an orange tree.
+KPKJHUSEHHGJKSEJCLH=JPB=IEHEAOEILNAOOUKQNBNEAJ@O >QP
UKQ=HOKSKJP>ABKKHA@>U?KIIKJJ=IAO>=OA@KJOQLANł?E=H
=LLA=N=J?AO6KQHH>A=>HAPKPAHHLAKLHAļPD=PPN=RAHANL=HI
(Ravenala madagascariensis) isn’t a palm at all. It’s in the
0PNAHEPVE=?A=AB=IEHU-=HIO=NA=HHEJPDANA?=?A=AB=IEHU
There are, of course, many variations, disagreements, revisions
=J@QJGJKSJOEJP=TKJKIU)EBAEOFQOPPKK@ERANOA=J@
QJSEHHEJCPK>AJA=PHU?H=OOEłA@PK?KJRAJEAJPHUłPEJPKKQN
=NPEł?E=H?=PACKNEAOOGSD=P?KJOPEPQPAOIAI>ANODELSEPDEJ=
N=JG =J@UKQI=UCAPI=JU=JOSANO4DEHA?H=@EOPE?O !+
research and genome mapping have answered many questions,
PDAURA=HOKN=EOA@I=JUJASKJAO*=JU>KKGO=J@FKQNJ=HO
are published on this topic, so admittedly this article only serves
=O=RANUOEILHAOP=NPQPGJKSEJCOKIA>=OE?ODAHLOQO>APPAN
?KIIQJE?=PA =J@>APPAN?=NABKN=J@GJKSKQNLH=JPO#EJ@KQP
much more at the International Association for Plant Taxonomy:
www.iapt-taxon.org.

There’s a great mnemonic
c many biology students
=NAB=IEHE=NSEPDġļKing David
vid Cried Out For
Good SKQL1DANA=NA=@KVAJR=NE=PEKJO
VAJR=NE=PEKJO >QP

NAIAI>ANEJCPDEOSEHHDAHLUKQGAALPDAI=EJ
QGAALPD
N=JGOEJLNKLAN@AO?AJ@EJCKN@ANġ
AN

Desert cassia, Senna polyphylla
Kingdom

Plantae

Division

Magnoliophyta

Class

Magnoliopsida

Order

Fabales

Family

Fabaceae

Genus

Senna

Species

S. polyphylla

A note on
pro-nun-cia-tion
Here are a few guidelines for starters, though there
really is no universal standard:
The plural of genus is genera, with stress placed on the
łNOPOUHH=>HA=J@PDAłNOPRKSAHLNKJKQJ?A@=OEJļ>AP
-H=JPB=IEHUJ=IAO=HS=UOAJ@EJ=?A=A  

 LNKJKQJ?A@=Oļ=UOAAAA1DA=NKE@B=IEHUN=?A=A
 EOPDANABKNALNKJKQJ?A@ļQDNáUOAAAA
HH>KP=JE?=HKN@ANOAJ@EJ=HAO

A vowel is generally long if followed by a single
consonant, as in Salix ļO=UHET KNBidens ļ>QU@AJO
With exceptions, a vowel is short if followed by two
consonants, as in Hosta ļD=OP= HEGAPDARKSAHEJļDKP
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